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The ”classic” shape of a magnetic circuit made of nanocrys-
talline alloy is usually the toroidal one. In power electronics,
this shape is not the best one in terms of size and congestion.
For high power magnetic components, the UU or CC shape is
preferred. Recently two manufacturers have commercialized new
magnetic circuits made of nanocrystalline alloy in this last shape.
But before using these new products in power electronics, we
have, first to know them well and to be sure that they will
respond adequately to the peculiar needs of the application. In
this paper, we compare several cut cores geometric dimensions
and magnetic properties from two different manufacturers. Full
amplitude characterisations are performed. The dispersions of
the samples and the agreement to datasheets are presented.

Index Terms—Magnetic materials, Magnetic cores, Magnetic
losses, Transformers, Materials reliability. . .

I. INTRODUCTION

Since 1987 (year of Hitachi Metals patents), nanocrystalline
alloys have become more and more popular due to their
excellent magnetic properties (due to their ultrafine grain
structure [1]). In [2] the authors chose to test a nanocrystalline
material for a common-mode inductor used in a motor driven
by an adjustable speed electrical power drive system. Due to
their excellent magnetic properties (low losses, high µr and
high Bs), the authors conclude that nanocrystalline materials
are more suitable for common mode inductors than laminated
or powder iron and ferrites. For the same application (common
mode inductor) made with nanocrystalline alloy, authors of [3]
developed a Cauer-Network model to predict the behaviour of
the component (especially the losses), whereas the authors of
[4] developed a model to represent the magnetic behaviour
taking into account the temperature. Both models are in good
agreement with measurements. An old but very robust applica-
tion is presented in [5] where the authors use an inductor made
of nanocrystalline material which present a high Br/Bs ratio
(square loop with Br/Bs ≈ 0.9). In [6], the authors showed
that the use of nanocrystalline alloys (in replacement of NiFe
wound cores) in the current transformer cores can contribute
to the reduction of phase errors, improving thus the accuracy
class. The application here would be a voltage transformer
used in a Double Active Bridge Converter (DAB1). In [7], the
authors verify the influence of some machining methods on
the increase of core losses in nanocrystalline cut cores and
show an approach to keep the effect minimized. Compared

to ferrites, there is a lack of information in the datasheets of
these cores. For example, we can only find the losses versus
frequency for one level of flux density. If we consider the two
principal manufacturers, Vacuumschmelze gives a curve for
Bmax = 0.3 T, and Hitachi Metals curve is for Bmax = 0.1 T.
It doesn’t help to compare the materials. Moreover the losses
are given on a uncut core and for a sinusoidal flux density
which is not the waveform that will ”see” the core in this
kind of application (DAB1).

For these reasons, we have decided to make a statistical
study on several cores from two different manufacturers :
Hitachi Metals and Vacuumschmelze. In the next sections, the
manufacturers will be called ”Manufacturer A” and ”Manu-
facturer B”. First we measured the geometric dimensions and
the weight of the cores and compared it to the datasheet. Then
we made some magnetic measurements close to the operating
conditions in terms of temperature, voltage waveform (square)
and peak flux density. Measurements are statistically analysed
and discussed like the author of [8] did it but for Ni80Fe20
wound toroidal cores. Finally after a choice and selection of
a representative core from one manufacturer, we developed a
new model based on improved General Steinmetz equation to
compute the losses.

II. GEOMETRIC DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

A. Geometric dimensions

Geometric dimensions of the cores play a key role in
the design steps. When engineers design a transformer, they
chose a magnetic circuit that can contain the required number
of turns (core window area) and that have the right iron
cross section. Engineers, then need to be confident on the
dimensions or weight mentioned in the datasheet, because
they use these dimensions to design their transformer. The
Figure 1 shows an example of the relevant outlines useful
for the design of transformers. We measured our samples’
dimensions and weight for both manufacturers and compared
it to their respective datasheet.

Figure 2 shows the relative dimensions in (%) and the
weight (last histogram) for the manufacturer ”A” (20 samples)
and manufacturer ”B” (12 samples). The histogram value for
measurements is the average relative value of the samples.
The error bar on each histogram represents the maximum and
minimum measured value of the complete set.
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Fig. 1. Relevant outlines of the cut-cores
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Fig. 2. Relative dimensions and weight for manufacturer A and B

First, all average dimensions values of the cores of manu-
facturer ”A” are a bit higher (but no more than 2.5%) than
the typical value mentioned in the datasheet. Consequently,
for a given material density, if all the dimensions are higher
than the typical value, the weight should be higher and that’s
what we obtained. Nevertheless, the maximum and minimum
values don’t exceed more than 5% of the typical weight. The
cores of manufacturer ”B”, give relatively different results.
In fact, some measured average dimensions (a, b, c and f)
are inferior to the datasheet typical value. Dimensions ”a”,
”b”, ”c” are about 2% less than the typical value. Surprisingly
dimension ”f” (which is the ribbon width) is about 5% less
than the typical value, with an error bar very small. Indeed,
the ribbon width is normally a direct consequence of the
manufacturing process (rapidly quenched technology), which
is normally very reliable. This is not the case for dimension
”f” of Manufacturer ”A” cut cores which is very close to its
datasheet value. Finally, in [8], it is said that the dimension ”f”
is always higher than the ribbon width, due to non alignment
of subsequent layers in the core winding. Finally, dimensions
”e” and ”g” are a bit higher than the typical value.

B. Geometric dimensions analysis and discussion

One can see first that both manufacturers haven’t made the
same choices in terms of geometric tolerances. In order to
analyse these choices, we introduce the new variables below :

• Wa ∝ e · g is the core window area
• Ae ∝ c · f is the effective iron cross section area

• Ap ∝Wa ·Ae is the area product

The last variable Ap is very important when designing a
transformer, because it can be shown that Ap ∝ Pt, with Pt,
the power handling capability. Manufacturer ”A” cores have
all their dimensions superior to the typical values. It leads to
have Ap superior to its typical and calculated value and ensures
that the real core can handle Pt. Manufacturer ”B” cores have
their ”e” and ”g” dimensions superior to their typical values,
it leads to have Wa superior to its calculated value, whereas
”f” and ”g” are inferior to their typical values, which leads
to have Ae inferior to its typical value. Ap is therefore an
average of Wa and Ap and realises a compromise between
these two variables in order that Ap is closed to its calculated
value. Both manufacturers underestimate the weight.

III. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

A. Measurement set-up

In the DAB1 topology, the magnetization is forced on
one side of the transformer by a symmetrical square voltage
waveform (α = 0.5). This voltage implies a triangular wave-
form of the flux density. To measure B(H) curves, adapted to
this operation, a dedicated test bench have been set-up. The
principle is to measure electrical parameters on an adapted
transformer and to extract magnetic magnitudes (B(t) and
H(t)). Two coils made of 15 turns each are wound on sample
cores. In no load operation, the H field is directly obtained
using the primary input current I1(t) and number of turns
(n1) and the mean path length (MPL) of the core (1). The
secondary winding (n2 turns) is used as a ”flux sensor” and
the B field is calculated using the voltage variation across
it (2). The square voltage is made by a 1.2 kV IGBT 1-phase
inverter that is powered by a source with an output voltage
adjustable from 0 to 1 kV. A given operating point is set by
selecting the proper frequency and maximum induction. The
operating frequency range of the target application is from 8
to 50 kHz. The maximum induction in the core is set by the
input voltage of the inverter and is in the range of 0.1 to 1.1 T.

H(t) =
n1.I1(t)

MPL
(1)

B(t) =

∫
V2(t)

n2.Ae
(2)

The secondary voltage is measured with a passive high
voltage probe – Lecroy PPE007 – plugged in a high speed
oscilloscope – Lecroy Wavepro 725i –. The primary current
is measured with a – Lecroy CP030 – closed loop hall
effect sensor isolated current sensor. In order to compute the
magnetic losses with B(H) curve area, the primary current and
the secondary voltage measurements have to be synchronized.
According to [9], we compensated the delay of the current
probe (13 ns) by setting the deskew function on the oscillo-
scope.
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B. B(H) loops

We imposed triangular waveforms of B at different levels
and different frequencies in order to measure the amplitude
permeability µa and the magnetic losses pfe. In this section,
we only present measurement results for Bmax = 0.4 T, f =
20 kHz and Tcore = 90 ◦C for two reasons. First, the other
results lead to the same conclusions. Second, this point is close
to the foreseen operating point. The figures 3 and 4 show
the B(H) loops of ”Manufacturer A” and ”Manufacturer ”B”
respectively. In each figure, the black points loop represent the
average behaviour of the cores (average B(H) loop of all the
cores), the cyan loop represent the ”worst” loop in terms of
permeability (lowest µa) and the magenta loop represent the
”worst” loop in terms of losses (highest pfe).
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Fig. 3. B(H) loops for Manufacturer ’A’
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Fig. 4. B(H) loops for Manufacturer ’B’

C. µa and pfe dispersion

With all the loops of each core, we determine the amplitude
permeability µa and the specific magnetic losses pfe. Figure 5
shows on the left the histograms of the relative amplitude
permeability µa and the magnetic losses pfe on the right for
each manufacturer. The error bar on each histogram represents
the maximum and minimum value measured for the complete
set.
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Fig. 5. Average, maximum and minimum values of relative amplitude
permeability µa (left) and magnetic losses pfe (right)

It is clear that the manufacturer ’A’ cut-cores have a lower
µa than those of the manufacturer ’B’. The ratio of the
average values of µa(B)/µa(A) ≈ 1.7. It means that a coil
wound on an equivalent cross-section (of the same value) fed
with the same voltage level would give a no load current
ratio I0(A)/I0(B) ≈ 1.7. It is also clear that manufacturer
’A’ cut cores have much more magnetic losses than the
manufacturer ’B’ ones. Indeed, the ratio of magnetic losses
pfe(A)/pfe(B) ≈ 2. These two simple magnetic properties
show that a hypothetical transformer made with manufacturer
’A’ cut-cores would have much more no load losses (copper
and magnetic losses) than a transformer with manufacturer ’B’
cut-cores. In order to compare all the cut-cores and to show
the dispersion of the previous mentioned parameters, we plot
in figure 6, the cut cores coordinates in the µa − pfe plane.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of magnetic losses vs µa dispersion for the two
manufacturers

The figures 5 and 6 clearly show that the dispersion of
both magnitudes (µa and pfe) is very high for both man-
ufacturers. This dispersion is a big drawback for designers
that need to be sure of the magnetic properties in order to
design new products. Indeed, nanocrystalline cut cores are
expensive compared to conventional ferrite cut cores. Despite
their excellent magnetic properties, a too big dispersion of
these properties could lead to not use them for new products.
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Despite this dispersion, it is clear that the manufacturer ’B’
cut cores are better than the manufacturer ’A’ ones. We chose
the representative ”C2” core to make several measurements of
losses in different operating conditions and developed a new
model based on the improved generalised Steinmetz equation
(iGSE) to take into account the temperature.

D. iGSE with temperature

We use the improved generalized Steinmetz equation (iGSE)
model presented in [10] which has recently been improved in
[11] to take into account relaxation effects. The last model
isn’t useful for us because we won’t have relaxation effects
in our cores (pure trangle waveforms). All these models have
the assumption that the temperature of the core is constant.
We decided to modify the iGSE model to take into account
the temperature. We call this model the improved generalized
Steinmetz equation with temperature (iGSET). pfe are com-
puted by solving (3).

pfe =
1

T

∫ T

0

ki(Te)

∣∣∣∣dBdt
∣∣∣∣α (∆B)β−αdt (3)

with ∆B the peak to peak flux density and Te the temperature.
Only ki depends on temperature. It is computed by (4) :

ki(Te) =
k0 + k1 · Te + k2 · T 2

e

(2π)α−1
∫ 2π

0
|cos θ|α 2β−αdθ

(4)

The identified parameters are summarized in the table I.

TABLE I
IGSET MODEL PARAMETERS

k0 k1 k2 α β

2.08 ·10−4 3.97 ·10−6 −4.13 · 10−8 1.63 2.16

In [11], the authors find values (α = 1.88 and β = 2.02)
for a nanocrystalline material. But, as it is showed in our
paper, there is a big dispersion regarding the losses values.
It is therefore very difficult to discuss and compare the α and
β values. This last point requires further investigations. The
figure 7 show the evolution of the losses pfe vs the temperature
for different levels of B (with triangular waveforms) at the
frequency of 20 kHz.

The average relative mean square error between measure-
ments and iGSET model is about 6.8%. The model can be
further improved by increasing the measured temperatures
until the limit of 155 ◦ C (class F products).

IV. CONCLUSION

Many nanocrystalline cut-cores have been measured (geo-
metric dimensions) and characterized (magnetic properties).
The two manufacturers haven’t made the same choices in
terms of geometric dimensions. Both of them approximately
respect the datasheet, (except manufacturer ’B’ for ’f’ di-
mension). Both of them underestimate the weight of their
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Fig. 7. losses vs temperature for different B levels at the frequency of 20kHz

cores. The measured magnetic properties show that both
manufacturers have a big dispersion in terms of amplitude
permeability µa and on magnetic losses pfe. Despite this
dispersion, measurements show that manufacturer ’B’ cores
were a better choice in order to build a transformer. Finally
an attempt to take into account the temperature in the improved
general Steinmetz equation model (iGSET) has been realized.
The iGSET model is in good agreement with measurements
and further improvements can be made in terms of accuracy
or temperature range.
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